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Providing simple connectivity to remote sites is no longer sufficient as business requirements
shift from discrete voice and data communication solutions to a more sophisticated model that
requires an integrated approach. The Cisco 7200VXR Series Router is the ideal system to
deploy at central locations to facilitate the aggregation of data and voice traffic from remote
sites. It combines flexibility and reliability with an unrivaled feature set that complements the
extensive capabilities of the latest generation of integrated services routers.

 All equipment that enters our facility for testing or repair is entered into our equipment tracking
system, and the board's status is updated as our technicians go through testing procedures on
the circuit pack. You are able to check the status of your equipment at any time via our web
based Repair Portal, or by contacting one of our repair representatives. 

  

The following is a list of Cisco 7200vxr equipment that we test and repair.  Please note that
repair costs are associated with the manner of the problem, and while we are able to generally
provide a rough estimate, a complete estimate will not be able to be issued until we are able to
test the circuit board in our internal labs.

    -  PE300
    -  NPE400
    -  NPE225
    -  NPE-G1
    -  NSE-1
    -  C7200-I/O-2FE
    -  C7200-I/O-FE
    -  C7200-I/O-GE
    -  PWR-7200-AC
    -  PWR-7200-DC+
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    -  PA-FE-FX
    -  AX-FE-TX
    -  PA-GE
    -  PA-H
    -  PA-4E
    -  PA-4T+
    -  PA-8E
    -  PA-4B-U
    -  PA-MC-2T1
    -  PA-MC-2T3+

    -  PA-MC-T3
    -  PA-T3+
    -  PA-A2-E1XC-OC3SM
    -  PA-MC-4T1
    -  PA-MC-8T1
    -  PA-MC-8T1VXR
    -  PA-MC-8TE1+

    -  PA-8T-232
    -  PA-8T-V35
    -  PA-8T-X21

   If you have any additional questions, please feel free to contact us This e-mail address is
being protected from spam bots, you need JavaScript enabled to view it      
This e-mail address is being protected from spam bots, you need JavaScript enabled to view it  
   
       .
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